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FROM THE EDITOR

simply the best

25 more reasons why Vancouver is one of the world’s
greatest cities—with even better things to come

T:10.75”

B:11.25”

ENTER TO WIN OVER
$20,000 IN CASH & PRIZES

S:10”

GIVE YOUR BUSINESS
A COMPETITIVE EDGE

year after year,
Vancouver is ranked
among the world’s
best cities by media
outlets, thinktanks
and consulting firms.
You know the reasons why: Vancouver
and its neighbouring
communities provide the kind of benefits
that engender happy, productive living,
such as a stunning natural environment,
first-rate public education and robust transportation infrastructure.
Economic measures factor into these
rankings, too. But although Metro Vancouver has a GDP of more than $90 billion,
making it one of the world’s top 75 city
regions, there’s a perception that Vancouver is a wealth-generation laggard. As a
2010 paper by the Vancouver Economic
Development Commission notes, incomes
in Vancouver trail those of competing jurisdictions “partly due to its relatively low
levels of exports and productivity, which
in turn are partly due to the small size of
local companies.”
In that context, this special issue of
PROFIT is a must-read, because it puts the
spotlight on 25 Vancouver-area businesses
that don’t fit the mould. Granted, some
are relatively small—but with an average
five-year growth rate of more than 3,000%,
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they won’t be small for long. Others have
nine-digit annual revenue and sell products
around the world. But all of these vibrant,
innovative companies are thriving, not in
spite of their location but because of it.
Among them is the fastest-growing company in all of Canada: Avigilon Corp., a
producer of digital surveillance systems
that has grown its annual sales from less
than $200,000 in 2007 to $100 million in
2012—with 94% of that revenue coming
from exports. Avigilon founder and CEO
Alexander Fernandes—a native of Mon
treal—says that locating in Vancouver has
been “extremely positive,” in part because
it’s easy to attract foreign talent here.
As Canada’s most-read publication dedicated to entrepreneurs, PROFIT is delighted
to make Metro Vancouver the home of its
first-ever city edition. And after reading
about Vancouver’s Fastest-Growing Companies, you’ll have 25 more reasons to be
proud of your city—undeniably one of the
world’s best—with even better things to
come thanks to the thriving entrepreneurial community this city supports.
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IT’S NOT IN THIS AD THAT
YOU’LL FIND NEW WAYS

T

he past five years have not been kind
to entrepreneurs. On New Year’s Eve 2007,
a loonie would have bought you US$1.01, a
fact that killed many export-intensive companies; five years later, the coin was worth
exactly the same. There was a recession in
there, too, followed by a snail-paced recovery.
Against this backdrop, “spectacular” is an appropriate word to
describe the performance of the firms on PROFIT’s first ranking
of Vancouver’s Fastest-Growing Companies. In that same fiveyear period (2007-2012), the average company on the list grew
its annual revenue by more than 3,000%. (The median growth
rate was 867%.) Together, the businesses on the list generated
$875.8 million in sales last year alone.
The Top 25 have been hyper-prolific employers as well, adding
more than 4,000 net full-time jobs to their payrolls since 2007. Oh,
and the high loonie notwithstanding, they’re no slackers at exporting, with a combined total of $464.5 million in foreign sales in 2012.
Vancouver’s Fastest-Growing Companies operate in a wide
array of industries, from high-tech to food to mining. Leading
the pack, with five-year revenue growth of 49,908%, is Avigilon
Corp., a producer of high-definition surveillance systems. Not
only is Avigilon Vancouver’s No. 1 growth firm; it also topped
the PROFIT 500 list of Canada’s Fastest-Growing Companies. Its
sales topped $100 million in 2012, up from barely $200,000 in
2007—growth that founder and CEO Alexander Fernandes attributes bluntly to offering “a better product at a lower price than
anyone on the planet.” (See page 9 for more.)
But Fernandes also gives credit to B.C.’s business-friendly conditions. “Corporate and personal income taxes for the past 10
years have been among the lowest in Canada and competitive

TO INCREASE PROFITS.
Go to bdc.ca/crossroads to learn how entrepreneurs
have exerienced business growth, or contact us to find
out how our flexible financing and consulting services
can help you meet your unique growth challenges.

3,062

%

BDC is the only bank dedicated
exclusively to entrepreneurs.

Average five-year revenue growth of
Vancouver’s 25 Fastest-Growing Companies

on a global scale, and those factors are important for attracting
foreign talent,” he tells us. “And B.C. has probably one of the
world’s best tax-incentive programs for angel investors to risk
their money in startup companies.”
Companies like Avigilon are giving Vancouver’s tech industry
renewed visibility. “I’d say Vancouver is the tech hub of Canada
right now,” says Andrew Reid of Vision Critical Communications
Inc. (No. 21), which develops software for gathering consumer feedback. Indeed, more than a third of our Top 25 list describe themselves a technology companies. “But it’s a very competitive space,”
adds Reid, “so it can be very challenging to find good people.”
That recruiting challenge is all the more difficult because of the
high cost of housing. “The lifestyle in B.C. is fantastic, especially
in Vancouver, so when we’re looking to attract people, it’s quite
easy,” says Stuart McNeill, CEO of online lead-generation agency
Lions Bay Media Inc. (No. 17). “But the cost of living is very steep,
so the salaries have to be on the higher end, which is tough.”
The list of Vancouver’s 25 Fastest-Growing Companies is drawn
from the 2013 PROFIT 500 ranking of Canada’s Fastest-Growing
Companies, which measures firms on five-year revenue growth.
To qualify, companies must have revenue of at least $2 million in
the most recent fiscal year (i.e., 2012) of the ranking period, and
all growth rates are calculated using a base-year (i.e., 2007) minimum of $200,000. Ranking data is provided by companies through
an extensive application process, including a review of each applicant’s financial statements. For full eligibility criteria and more
details on the ranking procedure, visit PROFIT500.com/faq.
Did we miss you this year? If you feel your business has shot
at making our list in 2014, be sure to let us know. Simply complete the short ballot-request form at PROFIT500.com/enter, and
we’ll send you an entry form early in 2014.

SIGNS OF SUCCESS

35M 4,189
Average revenue, 2012

Net full-time equivalent jobs created
by the Top 25, 2007-2012
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The largest internally managed
publicly traded REIT in Canada that
offers investors exclusive exposure
to Canada’s industrial asset class.

the RANKING

vancouver’s

25
fastest-Growing
COMPANIES

1

Avigilon Corp. [ Vancouver ]

Growth 49,908% » PROFIT 500 rank 1 » Revenue
$100,262,000 » Employees 256 » Chief exec
Alexander Fernandes What could the Rogers
Centre in Toronto, the San Diego Metropolitan
Transit System and King Abdulaziz International
Airport in Saudi Arabia possibly have in common?
They all use the award-winning HD surveillance
cameras and software developed by Canada’s
Fastest-Growing Company. See page 9 for more.
2

Clevest Solutions Inc. [ Richmond ]

Growth 4,125% » PROFIT 500 RANK 6 » Revenue

$10-20 million » Employees 115 » Chief exec
Thomas Ligocki Utilities from around the world use
Clevest’s automation software to manage their
field workers, allowing teams to restore power more
quickly, use less fuel and improve worker safety.
3

Quick Mobile Inc. [ Vancouver ]

Growth 3,015% » PROFIT 500 RANK 13 » Revenue
$5-10 million » Employees 148 » Chief exec
Patrick Payne Quick Mobile’s software
converts the traditional printed programs issued
by organizers at trade shows and conferences
into rich-media formats tailored for use on
smartphones and tablets. The company’s clients
include McDonald’s, Google and Pepsi.
4

Kelso Technologies Inc. [ Delta ]

Growth 2,342% » PROFIT 500 RANK 23 » Revenue

$4,884,345 » Employees 27 » Chief exec
James Bond Kelso’s railway-safety equipment
for transporting hazardous materials boasts
a history of never having failed in the field.
5

Lorna Vanderhaeghe
Health Solutions Inc. [ Burnaby ]
Growth 1,521% » PROFIT 500 RANK 35 » Revenue

$5-10 million » Employees 21 » Chief exec Lorna
Vanderhaeghe This company’s supplements can
be found in such health-food and pharma retail
giants as Whole Foods and London Drugs. The firm

6 I profit

has positioned itself as a go-to source for information on women’s health. See page 13 for more.
6

Pure Industrial Real
Estate Trust (PIRET) [ Vancouver ]
Growth 1,466% » PROFIT 500 RANK 38 » Revenue
$52,340,000 » Employees 17 » Chief execs Steve
Evans & Darren Latoski This real estate company
accumulates industrial properties and serves as
landlord, with a focus on industrial warehousing.
7

Spa Boutique Ltd. [ Vancouver ]

Growth 1,397% » PROFIT 500 RANK 43 » Revenue

$2-5 million » Employees 16 » Chief exec
Nancy Mudford This online and bricks-and-mortar
retailer of high-end wellness, skin-care, hair-care
and makeup products recently opened a new office
and warehouse to meet growing demand.
8

Global Village Consulting Inc.

[ Vancouver ] Growth 1,383% » PROFIT 500 RANK

44 » Revenue $10-20 million » Employees 36 »
Chief exec Leon Salvail Specialty: informatics
consulting and software development for clients
in health care and social services. The firm
recently expanded into Dubai and the Philippines.
9

Wurldtech Security
Technologies [ Vancouver ]
Growth 1,362% » PROFIT 500 RANK 46 » Revenue
$4,362,683 USD » Employees 42 » Chief exec
Neil McDonnell Provides security software and
consulting services for the protection of critical
infrastructure, especially in the energy and medical
sectors. Clients include BP, Chevron and Siemens.
10

Synergy Trucking Ltd. [ Surrey ]

Growth 1,318% » PROFIT 500 RANK 53 » Revenue

$10-20 million » Employees 60 » Chief exec
Paul Nahal This transportation company
has amassed a large client base composed primarily
of retailers and manufacturers. Synergy’s list
of more than 600 clients include such heavy hitters
as Loblaw in Canada and Dole in the U.S.

11

dPoint Technologies Inc.

[ Vancouver ] Growth 1,132% » PROFIT 500 RANK

60 » Revenue $2-5 million » Employees 33 »
Chief exec James Dean Such HVAC manufacturers
as Honeywell use dPoint’s membranes and energyrecovery devices to make heating and cooling systems more energy-efficient. See page 20 for more.
12

Layer 7 Technologies Inc.

[ Vancouver ] Growth 899% » PROFIT 500 RANK

81 » Revenue $20-50 million USD » Employees
169 » Chief exec Paul Rochester This enterprise
IT firm invested in local staff when bidding for an
early contract with the U.S. Department of Defense.
Today, 30 U.S. government agencies are clients.
13

WesternOne Inc. [ Vancouver ]

Growth 867% » PROFIT 500 RANK 83 » Revenue

$217,793,000 » Employees 1,102 » Chief exec
Darren Latoski Focuses on acquiring and growing
businesses in the construction and infrastructure
sectors; its operations include specialty equipment
rental and modular building construction.
14

Global Relay
Communications Inc. [ Vancouver ]
Growth 809% » PROFIT 500 RANK 89 » Revenue

$20-50 million » Employees 200 » Chief execs
Warren Roy & Shannon Rogers Archives emails
and other messages for financial-services clients,
making these files easy to search during audits.
15

Vega (Sequel Naturals Ltd.)

[ Burnaby ] Growth 790% » PROFIT 500 RANK 91 »
Revenue $47,763,263 » Employees 389 » Chief
exec Charles Chang Marketing tip: this nutrition-

focused health-food and supplement producer
sponsors the hydration stations at such major
sporting events as the Boston and Vancouver
marathons to reach health-conscious customers.
16

The Refinery Leadership
Partners Inc. [ Vancouver ]
Growth 599% » PROFIT 500 RANK 114 » Revenue

$7,985,111 » Employees 54 » Chief exec Mark
Frein Offers customized leadership training for
large firms in such sectors as mining and software.
17

Lions Bay Media Inc.

[ North Vancouver ] Growth 561% » PROFIT 500
RANK 121 » Revenue $10-20 million » Employees
17 » Chief exec Stuart McNeill This online
advertising agency specializes in helping clients
generate more sales leads.
18

CIBT Education Group Inc.

[ Vancouver ] Growth 523% » PROFIT 500 RANK

128 » Revenue $57,968,687 » Employees 469 »
Chief exec Toby Chu The Hong Kong-born founder
brought North American-style education to China

in 1994. CIBT now offers degree and training
programs to 13,000 students around the world.
See page 16 for more.
19

Energold Drilling Corp.

[ Vancouver ] Growth 441% » PROFIT 500 RANK

sTRong gRowTh
solId yIEld

149 » Revenue $141,514,000 » Employees
1,500 » Chief exec Frederick Davidson This international drilling company provides technology and
expertise to mining giants BHP, Chevron and Shell.
20

Edible Canada [ Vancouver ]

Growth 366% » PROFIT 500 RANK 175 » Revenue

$2-5 million » Employees 53 » Chief exec
Eric Pateman The tourism branch of this foodie
empire offers “sightseeing for your tastebuds,”
which means things like taking customers
on eating tours of restaurants in Vancouver’s
Chinatown or on gourmet kayaking tours.
21

Vision Critical
Communications Inc. [ Vancouver ]
Growth 359% » PROFIT 500 RANK 178 » Revenue
$50-100 million » Employees 587 » Chief exec
Andrew Reid Creates software that clients use to
gather ongoing customer feedback in areas such as
product development, ad buys and in-store design.
Serves one-third of the Fortune 500 companies.
22

www.piret.ca

Pacific Quorum Properties Inc.

[ Vancouver ] Growth 350% » PROFIT 500 RANK

185 » Revenue $2-5 million » Employees 41 »
Chief exec John Peccia This property-management
firm provides services to residents of co-ops and
other rental properties.
23

White House Design Co. Inc.

[ Burnaby ] Growth 347% » PROFIT 500 RANK 187 »
Revenue $10-20 million » Employees 111 » Chief
exec Janet Stimpson This garment designer

and manufacturer offers made-in-Canada women’s
clothing with customizable necklines, fit
and lengths to cater to women of all sizes.
24

EJM Construction
Management Inc. [ Surrey ]
Growth 344% » PROFIT 500 RANK 188 » Revenue

$5-10 million » Employees 26 » Chief exec
Edward Mocnik This company provides
construction management and general contracting
services for private-sector clients, including
developers and health-care facility operators.
25

Famoso Neapolitan
Pizzeria (Famoso Inc.) [ Richmond ]
Growth 323% » PROFIT 500 RANK 202 » Revenue
$2-5 million » Employees 456 » Chief exec
Justin Lussier This relatively new franchisor
of authentic Neapolitan pizza boasts 16 locations,
in Edmonton, Calgary, Vancouver and Toronto.
Famoso plans to open 10 more locations this year.
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no.1 profile

“ We need an accountant
that knows the industry as well as we do.”

Fernandes says he
knew as a teenager
that he would grow up
to be a millionaire
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Here’s Looking at You
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Avigilon founder Alexander Fernandes is reinventing the video surveillance
business with an eye on world domination BY guy saddy
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T

here are many paths to success. One of the surest, according
to high-tech entrepreneur Alexander Fernandes, is to assume a
short position—literally. “I’m only 5’8”, so it’s my small-man
complex that makes me work harder to try to compensate,” he
jokes. But when talk turns to his video surveillance company, the
45-year-old founder and CEO of Avigilon Corp. is all business.
Fernandes is dressed in a blue, open-neck dress shirt and a
navy suit, with a jaunty pocket square adding a touch of fashion-forward zing. His
office in Vancouver’s funky Yaletown district reflects his meticulous nature. He organizes his paperwork in neatly stacked piles, perhaps a sign of the discipline that made
him financially set before the age of 30.
Looking around Avigilon’s clean-lined space, though, something seems amiss. This

is a company specializing in surveillance,
yet it’s only when I gaze upward that I spy
an unusual black sphere about the size of
a softball protruding discreetly from the
ceiling. “Are we being watched?” I ask.
Today, a lot of people are watching
Avigilon. Launched less than a decade
ago, the Vancouver company is now a
serious global player in the design and
production of cutting-edge, high-definition video surveillance systems. Its revenue surged by 67% in its most recent

www.profitguide.com I 9
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fiscal year, surpassing $100 million. Over the past five years,
Avigilon has grown by almost
50,000%, a feat earning it the
No. 1 spot on this year’s list of
Vancouver’s Fastest-Growing
Companies. Indeed, that growth
rate was good enough to top the national
PROFIT 500 list. Known for methodically
achieving sales goals, Fernandes and his
team have set a revenue target of $500
million by 2016. But it’s one thing to be
fast out of the blocks with a hot product.
Can Avigilon realize its founder’s largecap ambitions?
Fernandes’ reputation suggests the
answer is yes. In the latest ranking by IFSEC
Global, a U.K.-based security trade publication, industry insiders named him the fifth
most influential person in their field. “Fernandes is a driven leader who has really
shaped the agenda of HD surveillance,”
says editor Robert Ratcliff. Harry Jaako,
president of the Vancouver-based BC Discovery Fund, which has helped
finance Avigilon, says of Fernandes, “He’s not the sort of
polished, MBA grad-school
type. He is one of those natural,
instinctive entrepreneurs.”
Avigilon began selling its
systems in late 2007, emerging
at a critical point in the evolution of
video surveillance. Today, the vast majority of installed systems are analog;
recorded video quality is often very poor,
and storing and manipulating data is a
cumbersome and expensive task. But the
industry has been undergoing a seismic
shift toward HD systems. Avigilon offers
a better-quality product that also saves
customers money on hardware and installation because they can do more with
fewer cameras.
And unlike most competitors, Avigilon
makes an end-to-end system that integrates hardware and software—something
that sounds like a certain other tech company’s well-known philosophy. “People
have described us as Apple-esque,” says
Fernandes. “But we’re different than Apple
in that we don’t charge a premium. We
are less expensive than alternatives.”
Clients, which range from schools
and hospitals to museums and banks,
like what they see. In Toronto’s Rogers
Centre, for example, just 19 Avigilon
HD cameras monitor 50,000 spectators—
something that would require more than
a thousand analog cameras, says Fernandes. “We can do it for $200,000 versus $2

Fernandes left the army but the army never left him
“It formed me in a way that helps for
business. You learn never to give up. It makes you
a lot tougher. It makes you fearless”
million. There’s nothing even close to
that. Anywhere.”
The markets have taken note. Since
Avigilon went public on the Toronto
Stock Exchange in November 2011, its
share price has risen from $4.50 to about
$17 as of mid-August. With roughly 280
employees worldwide, the firm has placed
more than 20,000 systems in some 80
countries. It’s a case of the right product at the right price at the right time,
says Michael Urlocker, a Toronto-based
technology analyst with GMP Securities, whose latest report predicts Avigilon will grow 50% annually for the next
two years. “There’s an industry in transition; you have the right product—you’re
gonna grow at a high rate,”
says Urlocker.

B
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orn in Montreal in 1968,
Fernandes moved to Vancouver with his parents when he
was 13. After high school, he
enlisted in the Canadian Armed
Forces and was stationed in Europe as part
of the NATO deployment in the dying days
of the Cold War. He left the military in
1990 to study electronics at Vancouver
Community College. “Army life wasn’t
really for me,” Fernandes says. “But it
formed me in a way that actually helps
for business.” How’s that? “You learn never
to give up. It makes you a lot tougher. It
makes you fearless.”
A frugal lifestyle and unwavering commitment to regular investing helped, too.
“I knew as a teenager that I would be a
millionaire, because it’s basic math,” Fernandes says, explaining that he started
investing at the age of 12 with money he
earned from paper routes, lawn mowing
and other odd jobs. Then, he let the power
of compounding do the heavy lifting. It’s
something most people know they should
do, but very few apply. “That,” he says,
“is where the discipline comes in.”
In the 1990s, sequential stints at two
B.C.-based imaging startups—Creo (now
owned by Eastman Kodak) and Xillix Technologies (a manufacturer of diagnostic
equipment)—gave Fernandes the experience and capital he needed to take his
game to the next level. “I deliberately

joined startups so that I could be a big cog
in a small machine,” he recalls. “Often,
you can get a better equity stake in the
business, either through investing or stock
options or both.”
In 1999, Fernandes founded Quantitative Imaging, a maker of ultra-high-performance cameras and software used in
everything from medical research to silicon wafer inspection. The firm launched
with $2 million, most of it raised from
family and friends. Three years later, Fernandes sold it for $20 million.
At QImaging, he had the epiphany that
paved the way for Avigilon. Like many
businesses, QImaging used video surveillance for security. “Computers would ‘go
missing,’ inventory would grow legs and
walk out the door—the usual stuff,” Fernandes remembers. When he tried to
investigate one incident, however, he
found the picture quality of his analog
system so poor, it was all but useless. “I
was shocked,” he says. “That’s when the
light bulb went on, you know?”
It was a classic case of need shaking
hands with opportunity. “I have access to
capital. I know how to start a business. I
know how to market the products,” Fernandes says of his decision to launch
Avigilon. After years in related fields, he
also could wrangle the engineering expertise to create superior technology. Perhaps
most important, there was no major competitor doing a ground-up, end-to-end
system. “As an entrepreneur, I’m always
looking for the biggest market that I can
dominate,” Fernandes says.
Founded in 2004 with a staff of 10,
Avigilon got most of its early funding
from private sources, including Fernandes himself. In June 2008, the company
raised more than $6 million from, among
others, BC Discovery Fund. Before committing, Jaako and his colleagues watched
Avigilon for a couple of quarters. They
liked Fernandes’ proven ability to make
money for investors. The video surveillance market, pegged to reach US$25 billion globally by 2016, augured well. But
the fact Fernandes had skin in the game
was key. “He put in a huge pile of his
own money,” says Jaako, who became an
Avigilon director as part of the financing

deal. “Often, we get entrepreneurs who
haven’t put a single nickel except their
own sweat equity into the deal. What’s
their real commitment?”
After spending three years to develop
its technology, Avigilon came out with
cameras, ranging in resolution from one
megapixel to a whopping 29, that offer
dramatically better image quality than
analog systems. Humber College in
Toronto, for example, recently installed
an Avigilon HD system to serve as a deterrent in parking lots and other high-traffic
areas. But for Ernie Colosimo, manager of
security systems, the camera is also a forensic tool. “There’s nothing worse than
having that grainy image you sometimes
see and not being able to assist [police] or
solve a puzzle.”
But it’s the proprietary streaming and
compression software that provides the
crucial edge. By allowing the transfer of
huge amounts of video data using relatively little bandwidth and storage, the
software lowers costs. And Avigilon’s technology is designed to play nice with existing systems so customers can migrate from
analog to full HD over time. “Eighty per
cent of what we sell into, there’s something already there,” says Fernandes. “And
we can take it over.”
Avigilon is now focused on growing its
global market share. More than 90% of its
clients come from outside Canada. “We
don’t have any regional concentration; we
don’t have any vertical concentration,”
says CFO Bradley Bardua. He considers
these factors advantages: “We’re not
dependent on one or two large customers
to make our results.” It also helps that the
industry is “recession-resistant,” as Bardua
puts it. “What we do is mission-critical,
so it’s one of the last areas that people are
going to cut.”
Video surveillance may help protect us
but, with our lives increasingly playing
out on camera, does the spectre of Big
Brother bother Fernandes? Not much.
“Whenever you’re in a public environment—a park, a transit system, a shopping
mall—people are watching you,” he says.
“Surveillance camera or not.”
It’s true. We’re all being watched. Some
more closely than others.
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branding

1,521%
Growth

$5-10M
revenue

21

employees

On average,
Lorna Vanderhaeghe
does 50 radio
interviews a month

the personal touch

H

ow old are you?”
I’m 10 minutes into an interview with Lorna Vanderhaeghe
when she poses that query. I’m caught off guard—I’m not used
to answering the questions—but I reply honestly.
From that moment, our conversation—which, it’s worth noting, concerns the growth of her business—is peppered with bits
of wellness trivia germane to the 30-something female. Was I
aware, Vanderhaeghe asks, that some women around my age go into early menopause?
Or that there are alternative treatments for adult acne? Or of the measures I can take
to improve my success in breastfeeding my young son?
Too personal? Maybe, coming from someone else. But Vanderhaeghe is so empathetic
and so confident in her subject matter that it’s immediately clear why she has been so
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successful at selling well-being. This woman
knows how to talk to other women.
As founder and CEO of Burnaby, B.C.based Lorna Vanderhaeghe Health Solutions Inc. (LVHS), Vanderhaeghe is more
than a typical company chief. She’s the face
of her brand—literally: her beaming visage
graces the labels of the firm’s natural health
supplements—and its primary ambassador
in a brisk stream of public appearances. She
has made it her company’s mission to foster personal connections with people across
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Lorna Vanderhaeghe has built an empire as the face of a nutritional-supplement line.
Now, she’s looking to delegate. Can her brand withstand it? BY deborah aarts

North America as they struggle to lead
healthier lives. And, with five-year growth
of 1,521%—enough to rank LVHS at No. 5
among Vancouver’s Fastest-Growing Companies—there’s no denying her approach
has worked. “A typical brand is such a fictitious entity,” observes Fang Wan, who
teaches marketing at the University of
Manitoba’s Asper School of Business. “Once
you have a person who embodies the
brand, the connection with customers
becomes much more intuitive.”
However, Wan adds, making this link
creates “very real questions of sustainability.” As Vanderhaeghe ages and her company grows exponentially, can she connect
her face and brand to new clients?
Vanderhaeghe came to entrepreneurship
by chance more than three decades ago,
when her baby daughter developed headto-toe eczema. The frazzled young mother
travelled from doctor to doctor seeking a
solution, to no avail. Then she made a
serendipitous visit to a health-food store,
where a clerk took one look at the baby
and diagnosed a fatty-acid deficiency. After
two weeks of ingesting fatty-acid supplements, her daughter’s skin cleared up. “It
changed my life,” Vanderhaeghe recalls.
Galvanized, Vanderhaeghe—then pregnant with her second child—went to medical school. But after child three and four
came along and her relationship ended,
the newly single mom gave up her dream
of being a doctor—but not her ambition.
“I became completely fascinated by and
passionate about using nutrients in food
as medicine to heal disease,” she says. She
began to write books—to date, she has
written 11, two of which have been
national bestsellers—and give lectures on
the value of nutritional supplements.
Her “Aha!” moment happened after one
of these speeches. A woman put up her
hand and described hormonal problems
she was having. Vanderhaeghe recommended some supplements. Then the
woman said, “I can’t find all those products in the store. Why don’t you just make
us something that’ll work for us women?”
Why not, indeed? After all, Vanderhaeghe had the education. She also had
connections to manufacturers, thanks to
a past job distributing supplements to hospitals and pharmacies. Most important,
she had a stellar reputation among a thenunderserved market: women seeking
alternatives to traditional medicine.
That’s how LVHS came to life. Vanderhaeghe partnered with a manufacturer to
source premium raw materials and develop

a line of supplements to ease common
female troubles—everything from heavy
periods to ovarian cysts. (LVHS has since
hired a contract manufacturer and taken
over distribution to boost quality control.)
Then Vanderhaeghe hit the promotional
trail—hard. As she ratcheted up her public
appearances and added radio, TV and print
to the mix, she strove to position LVHS as
a trusted source of not just nutrients but
also health advice. Today, a full-time publicist on staff helps Vanderhaeghe manage

says, is to create mechanisms that allow
the persona to continue without the direct
involvement of the individual behind it.
“The person is mortal,” she explains, “but
the brand should not be.”
Vanderhaeghe is all too aware of this.
With a partner, four children, three stepchildren and six grandchildren, she’s no
longer keen to travel constantly to engagements. Furthermore, she says, “When I’m
85, no one’s going to want to see my wrinkled face on the bottle.”

Vanderhaeghe is looking for younger protégés she can
groom to take over her public appearances and appeal
to a new demographic.“When I’m 85, no one
is going to want to see my wrinkled face on the bottle”
her constant stream of appearances. She
averages 50 radio interviews a month.
The business has thrived. Today, big
health-focused retailers such as Whole
Foods and GNC stock Lorna Vanderhaeghe
supplements. Earlier this year, LVHS started
selling into the U.S.—a relatively painless
process so far, says Vanderhaeghe, as Canada’s stringent food and drug laws make
compliance stateside a breeze.
For LVHS’s target customers, Vanderhaeghe has become a name brand. Now in
her mid-50s, she’s the go-to source for
women struggling with menopause and
other hormonal changes. (LVHS also provides products for men and younger
women, but middle-aged women account
for most of its sales.) Thanks to Vanderhaeghe’s long-established expertise, people
trust her—which she views as protection:
“Branding is all about trust. People can copy
what we sell, but they don’t have that name
and the loyalty associated with the brand.”
The founder-as-brand model is, of
course, nothing new—the likes of Martha
Stewart and Mike Holmes have built
empires around their names. When done
well, such branding can be a real competitive differentiator, says Ed Roach, a branding consultant based in Leamington, Ont.:
“If she’s doing something good in her community and people love her, consumers
will give her company the benefit of the
doubt. At a very basic level, people want
to associate with winners.”
But as beneficial as this approach can
be, it also carries risks. “Over time, it can
be unsustainable,” says the Asper School’s
Wan. “The founder is liable to scandal, to
burnout, even to death.” The key, Wan

So, while Vanderhaeghe’s persona is
intimately linked with the brand, she’s
working to distance herself from the dayto-day. The company has trademarked its
products under alternative names (such as
ESTROsmart and IRONsmart), and she’s not
averse to enlisting a partner to serve as business manager so she can focus on outreach.
Even on the promotional front, Vanderhaeghe is exploring ways to delegate. LVHS
has an active Facebook page and Twitter
feed, and its website is stacked with links
to the founder’s video and radio appearances. The firm also hosts regular webinars
and distributes e-newsletters—inexpensive
and relatively quick ways to reach its target
audience. At the same time, Vanderhaeghe
is working to find younger protégés she
can groom to take over her public appearances—and appeal to a new demographic
dealing with such challenges as infertility
and prenatal nutrition. It’s a slow search;
the candidates must have the right mix of
drive and magnetism.
The business may look different in the
years ahead, but Vanderhaeghe won’t deviate from her mission to educate. After a
recent lecture in Penticton, B.C., she took
a few minutes to speak with attendees. One
woman, a recent breast-cancer survivor,
made an emotional plea: she wanted Vanderhaeghe to see where her breasts used to
be. Mammogram tests had failed to detect
her cancer, and the woman hadn’t known
to look for alternatives. She was adamant
that Vanderhaeghe’s teachings might protect others from a similar fate.
“Every time I think I’m too tired to do
this anymore,” says Vanderhaeghe, “I think
of that woman.”
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education

523%

5-yr. Growth

$58M

2012 revenue

469

employees

Chu partnered
in launching the first
U.S.-accredited
MBA program in China

teaching the world

T

oby Chu could teach a master class in ambition. Consider
his grand plan for what he calls North America’s first educational
“supercentre,” a 300,000-square-foot complex in the Vancouver
suburb of Richmond that will house as many as 12 universities,
colleges and training schools. Most of the prospective tenants
are public and private academies from outside the Vancouver
area that want to establish a footprint there in order to attract
international students. Facing funding shortfalls at home, educational institutions
are hungry to expand global enrolment, Chu explains. By allowing schools to share
resources, facilities and marketing muscle, the supercentre aims to become the Canadian hub for the international education sector.
If anyone can make such a project happen, it’s Chu. He is president and CEO of
CIBT Education Group Inc., which he launched in 1994 and built into a trans-Pacific
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empire of private business, technical and
language colleges. The company—No. 18
on this year’s ranking of Vancouver’s Fastest-Growing Companies—made a name
for itself by tapping China’s insatiable
demand for Western education. “Foreigners, especially those in Asian countries,
love Western education,” says the affable
Chu, seated in the CIBT headquarters’
12th-floor boardroom that overlooks False
Creek and the North Shore mountains.
“Parents there will do anything to get
their kids educated.”
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Toby Chu’s CIBT is feeding developing nations’ hunger for Western schooling.
Now, he plans to turn Vancouver into a global education hub by Gail Johnson

CIBT’s mission is to serve this vast and
growing demand in emerging markets.
The publicly traded company owns and
operates some 50 campuses under its own
and two other brands, among them Chinabased business and trade schools, and, in
Canada, language schools and career and
technical colleges. CIBT also exports its
North American courses overseas via video
conferencing technology.
Over the past five years, CIBT has grown
by 523%, reaching $58 million in revenue
in 2012, largely through acquisitions and
by collaborating with fellow academic
institutions. It also refers and recruits students for its North American partners,
which range from private primary schools
to public universities. In all, Chu’s fastspreading web of institutions serves more
than 13,000 students today, almost 9,000
of them foreign.
A Hong Kong native who moved to Vancouver with his family when he was nine,
Chu studied business administration and
marketing at Langara College. In 1986,
after several years as an operations manager for a large food distributor, he saw an
opportunity in exporting PCs to China.
“China was not easy to do business in back
then,” recalls Chu, 52, who speaks Cantonese and Mandarin. The venture thrived,
but Chu had trouble getting money out
of the country. “You’d take a cheque to a
Chinese bank and you could take out only
US$10,000 a day,” he says. “I thought,
‘This is not how I can sleep at night.’”
To teach Chinese employees how to use
the PCs he sold, Chu ran a training division. He spun off an IT school called Canadian Institute of Business and Technology
Corp., but low-cost competitors from India
and other South Asian countries eventually undermined this effort. Still, Chu took
note of the thirst for international business skills in a country increasingly opening its doors to foreign investment. So, in
1994, he repositioned his Chinese education venture as a Western-style management school and renamed it CIBT. To eliminate the worry about getting paid, CIBT
required that all tuition fees be paid in
cash up front.
That same year, Chu heard a radio ad
for MBA programs and had a flash: Why
not take a North American degree to
China? The very next day, he met with
officials at what is now the City University
of Seattle, and together they launched the
first U.S.-accredited MBA program in
China. Ten students were in the inaugural
cohort. By 2000, CIBT had expanded the

program to include overseas study, offering students two years in Canada, Australia, the U.K. or the U.S.
When the SARS virus shut down China’s
schools, Chu saw the crisis as another
opportunity. His response was the Global
Learning Network, a videoconferencingbased system that CIBT now uses to deliver
20% of its programs to overseas students.
By 2006, the company was the largest MBA
program provider in China, Chu says. But
with all of the company’s revenue coming

placement fees for recruiting students for
its partner schools.
Since last year, for example, the division
has has been recruiting Chinese students
to attend Minnesota’s Bemidji State University; in turn, the students’ U.S. counterparts can spend a semester teaching English at Weifang University, a CIBT
associate in China. Bemidji’s goal is to
internationalize the university so its students are globally astute, says provost
Martin Tadlock. That makes CIBT the per-

In Asia, and especially China, “parents will
do anything to get their kids educated,”
says Chu. The biggest area of demand—and
CIBT’s strong point—is international business
from that increasingly competitive market,
Chu realized it was time to diversify. “I
saw the need to integrate career-oriented
technical trade programs to complement
CIBT’s business degree programs,” he says.
Chu decided to start bringing Chinese
students to Canada. In 2007, CIBT bought
Sprott-Shaw Community College, which
has 15 campuses in B.C. At the time,
Sprott-Shaw had very few international
students, but Chu’s aim was to leverage
the college’s long history and Canadian
brand in the global marketplace. Over the
next five years, Sprott-Shaw’s international
revenue surged by 800%, to about $8 million. But its many foreign students lacked
the English skills to excel in some of the
school’s most popular programs. So CIBT
purchased Canadian ESL specialist King
George International College. “The two
schools feed into each other,” says Chu,
who figures buying existing schools minimizes the learning curve and ramp-up period when entering new regions or new
program areas.
Today, CIBT operates in 18 countries,
including Brazil and Jordan, but Canada
provides the majority of its revenue. “By
bringing the students to study here in
Canada, we reduced our emerging-market
risk substantially,” says Chu. CIBT has
been using roughly 4,000 agents in 42
countries to recruit students for its schools
and for partner institutions in North
America—a pipeline that generates more
than $25 million in tuition revenue for
CIBT. But the middlemen cost CIBT $5
million a year; to make itself less reliant
on them, the company has launched its
own headhunter arm, which also earns

fect partner, he adds: “There’s no way we
could do this on our own.”
Next up for CIBT: the Richmond supercentre. Although Chu is still awaiting
approval from the city, he hopes to finish
the $150-million project in three years.
Through a partnership with a real estate
developer, the education facility will be
complemented by a 600-bed dormitory
located along one of the Metro Vancouver
SkyTrain routes. Steve Lee, a semi-retired
Vancouver realtor and property developer,
is a partner in the supercentre. “We have
demand from students, we have demand
for dormitories and we have demand for
campus space,” he says. “We can’t bring
it to market fast enough.”
Terrence Wong, Vancouver-based vicepresident at CIBC Wood Gundy and a
major shareholder in CIBT, sees plenty of
upside for the company, especially abroad.
Africa will be the next education market
to open up, he predicts: “As far as marketing education is concerned, the only limit
is Toby’s imagination.”
Yet, despite CIBT’s brand and track record, and its rapid sales growth, “the company has yet to achieve profitability,” cautions Siddharth Rajeev, head of research
at Vancouver-based Fundamental Research.
“The entire education industry has been
underperforming in recent times.”
Chu can’t argue with that. “With the
global financial crisis, education budgets
have gotten tighter,” he admits. But still
he’s confident that CIBT can more than
double its revenue to $120 million by
2018. “There will always be more students,” says Chu. Ambitious parents in
emerging economies guarantee it.
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clean tech
CEO James Dean
is using licensing to
get his technology
into India and China

1,132%

5-yr. Growth

$2-5M
revenue

33

employees

making buildings breathe

Y

ou could say that James Dean found his business on Google.
The year was 2005, and Dean had a solution in need of a problem. His new company, dPoint Technologies Inc., had licensed
a membrane design from Ballard Power Systems, the Vancouverbased fuel-cell pioneer. Alas, prospects for the fuel-cell humidifiers
dPoint was developing were quickly turning from dim to dimmer.
Looking for other possible applications for dPoint’s technology, “I literally did a Google search,” recalls the 42-year-old entrepreneur, who bears
some resemblance to the namesake actor. He keyed in “heat and humidity exchange,”
hoping dPoint’s polymer membranes might have uses beyond their role in fuel cells.
Sure enough, up popped results showing that heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems require the very properties the company’s technology offered.
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Dean’s Google epiphany had important
consequences. It led dPoint to diversify
into the production of energy-recovery
ventilators (ERVs), a new HVAC technology experiencing rapid adoption. DPoint
isn’t the only company racing to perfect
and popularize ERV for homes, condos and
commercial buildings, but the firm is a sector pioneer and leader.
The strategic switch also was instrumental in making dPoint one of Vancouver’s
Fastest-Growing Companies. Over the past
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dPoint has keyed in on a promising use for the once vaunted fuel-cell
technology: heating and cooling homes and offices BY jim sutherland

five years, the company increased its sales
by 1,132%, ranking it No. 11 on PROFIT’s
list this year. If not for manufacturing
constraints, that growth might have been
even faster, Dean says. So, dPoint is now
embarking on yet a new path: licensing its
technology and proprietary manufacturing systems to firms in India, China and
Switzerland, which produce dPoint products for local markets.
Dean was introduced to fuel-cell technology back in 1998, when, while working as a KPMG consultant, he was asked
to move from Ontario to Vancouver to
work with the then ultra-hot industry. “It
was like the early days of the gold rush,”
recalls Dean, now seated in a rough-hewn
boardroom at dPoint’s headquarters inside
a vintage warehouse on Vancouver’s Eastside. “Everyone was making money,
except for the miners.”
Dean, a recent MBA graduate, quickly
cottoned on to the lucrative promise of
peddling the equivalents of picks and
shovels, and with a partner bought into
a company that supplied instrumentation
to the fuel-cell industry. Dean unloaded
his stake in 2003 for a big profit. That
provided the nest egg for dPoint.
For an application and market found by
near happenstance, the rationale behind
membrane-based ERV systems is compelling. The systems work by layering polymer membranes inside a box: some membranes carry air from inside the building;
some carry outside air. It’s almost as if the
building is breathing. Both the heat and
the humidity then transfer between the
membranes, insuring that the incoming
air is heated in winter and cooled in summer, while humidity is regulated similarly.
An ERV system doesn’t replace heating
and air conditioning, but it does bring
fresh air into a building and improves air
quality while cutting down on heating
and cooling costs.
In time, says Dean, systems like dPoint’s
will prove most beneficial in humid, tropical environments; but Canada has proved
to be a good incubator market. For one
thing, real estate developers in Vancouver
and Toronto have been on the prowl for
HVAC innovations as they rush to comply
with new building codes amid those cities’ booming condominium markets. In
2009, dPoint linked up with giant
Toronto-based builder Tridel, which now
installs the company’s systems in all of
its projects. In a case study that pitted two
essentially identical towers against each
other, the building with a dPoint system

produced energy savings in the range of
$125,000 a year versus the one without,
says Jamie James of Toronto-based Tower
Labs, which advises Tridel on sustainability. “You can get a pretty quick payback,”
he points out.
The fact that each apartment gets its
own box creates another advantage, James
explains. Condo dwellers can adjust their
dPoint units according to need, even turning them off when they’re not at home.
A building owner or association also can

either. The ERV boxes the company ships
are “mostly air,” says Dean. In an approach
similar to that of Europe-based food-packaging company Tetra Pak, dPoint won’t
manufacture many of the products bearing its name. Shipping costs will be
reduced sharply, as will labour costs for
the units manufactured by licencees in
developing markets.
Meanwhile, dPoint plans to focus on its
intellectual property. The company has
patents pending, not just on its membrane

The buzz around fuel-cell technology’s potential
in the late 1990s was “like the early days
of the gold rush,” Dean recalls. “Everyone was
making money, except for the miners”
charge based at least partly on individual
energy usage rather than simply regulating a building’s heat and dividing the cost
on a pro-rated basis. “There’s an incentive
to use less energy,” James says.
Canadian companies aren’t always great
global marketers of their technology, but
dPoint already has found customers in the
U.S., China, India and Europe. Instead of
focusing on HVAC manufacturers, notes
Dean, he has tried to create pull by marketing to engineers and developers while
also targeting the official bodies that determine building codes. When ERV systems
are mandated by codes or specified by
designers, HVAC producers and contractors have no choice but to follow.
The domestic condo market has been
good to dPoint, and the prospect of a
downturn isn’t a worry so far, says David
Kriebel, dPoint’s vice-president of sales
and marketing. At present, the company’s
revenue divides roughly into thirds: residential, commercial and licensing. Countering the risk of a slowdown at home is
the current housing recovery in the U.S,
where building codes are just beginning
to mandate ERV systems—potentially a
huge opportunity for dPoint. In the case
of commercial buildings, dPoint’s polymer
membranes have advantages over competing ERV systems such as paper membranes
and enthalpy wheels.
Then there is the company’s recent shift
to licensing agreements, through which
the firm aims to increase its penetration
in foreign markets at a much faster pace.
The humming factory that today takes up
half of dPoint’s third-floor digs won’t disappear, but it won’t need to be expanded,

technology but also on some of the processes and machinery used to produce it.
The company’s headquarters houses a lab,
complete with white-coated chemists.
Indeed, about half of the dPoint’s roughly
35 employees are engineers. “We’re not
profitable at this point,” Dean says, “but
we could be if we weren’t investing so
much in R&D.”
But dPoint’s partners and investors are
confident that profit will come. Mike
Volker, chairman of GreenAngel Energy,
a Vancouver-based angel investment
group with a stake in dPoint, identifies
four things that sparked GreenAngel’s
interest in dPoint: First, the technology
is new and unique but the need is traditional and broad-based. Second, one of
the company’s major customers is bullish
enough to have become a silent investor.
Third, market prospects are strong enough
that a profitable exit seems likely. And,
finally, the team is seasoned. “James is a
‘been there, done that’ entrepreneur,”
Volker explains.
Given dPoint’s rapid growth and
research needs, the firm couldn’t survive without ongoing financing. Oddly
enough, back when Dean was an MBA student at the University of Western Ontario’s
Ivey Business School, he co-wrote an article on this very topic for, as it happens,
PROFIT Magazine. His thesis: never go
looking for money when you’re desperate
for it. Over the course of building dPoint,
Dean has found that one key to success
was finding backers that understand his
business. “Maybe,” Dean says, “that article
should have argued, ‘Never ask for money
that isn’t smart.’”
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HOW
THEY
DO
IT
Top tips and tactics from the CEOs of Vancouver’s fastest firms
“

The head of

HR is the most

on the challenge
of keeping up
with rapid growth

to get it

right
”

1
2
3

Discipline

integrity
willingness to include

senior
staff
on decisions
Edward Mocnik of EJM Construction
Management Inc. ( No. 24),

on the three traits that got him
through the startup phase

“
Cash is king.
We ran out of money
in our last business and it killed us.
We were sued and we folded that
company because we couldn’t fight.
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I was 21 at the time, and it was
the best lesson I ever had

”

some hard-earned advice from

Charles Chang of Vega (No. 15)
18 OCTOBER 2013 I profit

“There is a beautiful golf-course

Residential community right on the U.S. side of the border, and

it takes someone about 30 minutes to commute

from there to our office. That’s worked out quite well for many
of our U.S.-based employees. They don’t have to change their
country of residence, they live on a beautiful golf-course resort,

they pay a whole lot less

for real estate than we do in Vancouver and
yet, their commute is about as long as mine is”
Thomas Ligocki of Clevest Solutions Inc. (No. 2),

on one of his top recruitment strategies

“
a bit of a showcase

We’ve used the Athletes’ Village as

when our guys are pitching to

customers

”

Darren Latoski,
CEO of WesternOne Inc. (No. 13),

which built 300 temporary rooms in Whistler
during the Vancouver Winter Games that
were later disassembled and moved to serve
as social housing in five B.C. communities

”Show up with

coffee

and donuts”
James Bond
(we wouldn’t shorten
it to “Jim,” either) of
Kelso Technologies Inc. (No. 4)

shares the sales tactic
that’s kept clients loyal
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Shannon Rogers,
Global Relay
Communications
Inc. (No. 14),

important
hire you’ll make.
You have
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